Isomorphous Template Induced Crystallisation: A Robust Method for the Targeted Crystallisation of Computationally Predicted Metastable Polymorphs.
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A new method of inducing the crystallisation of metastable polymorphs by isomorphous templating has been developed and used to reproduce the crystallisation of CBZ-V on the surface of DHC-II. Studies of the growth of CBZ-V on DHC-II single crystals show crystals growing laterally and vertically on DHC-II surfaces without any significant face selectivity. The generality of this computationally inspired crystallisation approach is demonstrated by producing the first crystals of an entirely new polymorph of cyheptamide, which is isomorphous to both DHC-II and CBZ-V.

Polymorphism is the ability of a compound to adopt different crystal packing arrangements. Whilst this can pose a challenge for industrial crystallisation processes to deliver consistency, polymorphs also present the opportunity to vary structure–property relationships including crystal shape, solubility, stability or mechanical properties. Whilst solution based polymorph screening is routinely performed to identify all accessible forms, these tend to rely on trial and error variation of crystallisation conditions to find appropriate nucleation and growth conditions that promote alternative forms. Whilst surface heteronucleation or templating has been demonstrated using polymers, crystals and other materials, the mechanisms by which a specific form is obtained are poorly understood. Crystal structure prediction methods and targeted experimental approaches can offer a possible route to target the first crystallisation of specific thermodynamically-plausible polymorphs.

Figure 1: Molecular structure of carbamazepine (CBZ), dihydrocarbamazepine (DHC) and cyheptamide (CYH).

An experimental approach informed by crystal structure prediction (CSP) methods led to a new predicted, and previously unobserved, metastable polymorph of carbamazepine (CBZ; CBZ-V). CBZ-V crystals were obtained from vapour phase deposition of CBZ onto dihydrocarbamazepine (DHC) form-II crystals, isomorphous to the predicted form of CBZ-V. However, this raised several important questions: 1. Was the appearance of CBZ-V crystals on DHC-II crystals a case of a disappearing polymorph? Initial attempts to reproduce form V on isolated DHC-II single crystals were not reliable. 2. Is there any alternative facile method to template the formation of CBZ-V crystals? 3. Is there any relationship between the orientation of the DHC-II and CBZ-V crystals? 4. Since DHC-II and CBZ-V are isomorphous, epitaxial growth of CBZ V on DHC II would be expected to give rise to a uniform layer of growth of CBZ-V around the DHC-II seed. Is this process observed? 5. Finally, and crucially, can the computationally assisted method be applied to discover predicted thermodynamically feasible polymorphs of other compounds that are not found in routine screening?

Here we report a robust template-induced crystallisation method for the crystallisation of CBZ-V and demonstrate the versatility of the method by targeted crystallisation of a new predicted form of cyheptamide (CYH). To find CBZ-V more reliably, a polycrystalline template method has been developed.
A thin polycrystalline layer of DHC-II was obtained by drop casting a slurry of DHC in ethylacetate onto a glass slide and allowing the residual solvent to evaporate at room temperature (ESI). This thin polycrystalline layer of DHC-II was used as a template surface for vapour deposition experiments. Around 40 mg of CBZ was placed in a petri dish which was placed on a heating plate maintained at around 125 °C. The polycrystalline template slide was placed ~1 cm above the CBZ such that CBZ vapour would come into direct contact with the DHC-II layer (ESI). The deposition of CBZ on the polycrystalline DHC-II template was allowed to continue for about 48 hours. Clear evidence of crystal growth was observed and surface grown crystals were analysed by X-ray powder diffraction, confirming the presence of both templated CBZ-V and non-templated CBZ-I crystals (ESI). Individual needle shaped crystals were confirmed as CBZ-V using single crystal X-ray diffraction.

The polycrystalline DHC-II template significantly increases the surface area and range of orientations of different crystal facets presented for vapour deposition (ESI). To investigate the templating effect between the substrate and deposited crystals further, a new template was prepared comprising an ordered array of individual single crystals of DHC-II mounted on a glass slide. The vapour deposition experiments were repeated and CBZ crystals were found to grow both laterally and vertically on the DHC-II template crystal surfaces (Figure 2). No apparent face selectivity of any of the deposited crystals was observed from any of the experiments. Vertically oriented CBZ crystals are observed growing in clusters from template surface features similar to those previously reported. Whilst the growth of some of these vertical crystals could be due to defects or ledges on the DHC-II surface, in some instances it was also observed that the laterally grown microcrystals also promote the growth of vertical crystals. Although only lateral growth of microcrystals was observed, it would be expected that with sufficient time, individual microcrystal boundaries would merge creating a complete surface layer of CBZ-V on the DHC-II seed. It is also interesting to note evidence of growth twinning amongst lateral grown crystals (Figure 2(b)). The presence of two distinct populations of deposited crystals (small lateral and large vertical) suggests two crystallisation mechanisms are taking place during the deposition experiments. Specifically, these results are consistent with epitaxial growth of CBZ-V on DHC-II leading to the lateral microcrystals via a birth and spread mechanism, plus the templated heterogeneous nucleation of vertically grown CBZ-V from DHC-II surface ledges.

Figure 2: Optical microscope images of CBZ-V on DHC-II showing (a) vertically (b) laterally grown CBZ-V crystals; (c) & (d) vertically and laterally grown CYH-III crystals on DHC-II surface, respectively.

Figure 3: Crystal structure prediction (CSP) study of CYH, where each triangle corresponds to a CSP generated mechanically stable crystal structure, coloured by whether it contains a hydrogen bonded dimer or catemer. The crystal energies are the estimated Helmholtz free energies at 298 K, calculated in a polarisable continuum. The circles denote the structures corresponding to the three experimental CYH polymorphs, including CYH-III from this work.

To further test the utility of the new experimental templating method a crystal structure prediction (CSP) study was performed for CYH (Figure 3). The CSP study used Crystal Predictor to generate Z=1 crystal structures in 60 space groups, allowing for full rotation of the amide torsion angle. The structures were then refined using CrystalOptimizer to allow all the flexible torsion angles to adapt to the packing forces. This was done by optimising the lattice energy, calculated as a sum of the intramolecular energy penalty, calculated from the isolated molecule PBE0/6-31G(d,p) charge density, and the intermolecular energy calculated from the corresponding distributed multipole and the empirical exp-6 FIT potential. The effect of recalculating the charge density in a polarizable...
continuum with $\varepsilon=3$, typical of organic crystals, and of including a rigid-body harmonic estimate of the thermal effects was investigated. The relative energies of the three CYH polymorphs were also calculated by periodic density functional calculations using two dispersion corrections in CASTEP. Further details are in the ESI. The CSP study indicated that a polymorph of CYH, isostructural to CBZ-V and DHC-II is thermodynamically feasible and potentially more stable than CYH-II (ESI).

Table 1: Unit cell variations of CYH-III (predicted and experimental), CBZ-V and DHC-II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a/Å</th>
<th>b/Å</th>
<th>c/Å</th>
<th>α, β, γ°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYH</td>
<td>9.2878</td>
<td>11.0190</td>
<td>23.884</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental CYH form III</td>
<td>9.0171(5)</td>
<td>11.0071(6)</td>
<td>23.948</td>
<td>3(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHC form II (VACTAU02)</td>
<td>9.0592(4)</td>
<td>10.3156(5)</td>
<td>25.053</td>
<td>4(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBZ form V (CBMZPN16)</td>
<td>9.1245(5)</td>
<td>10.4518(5)</td>
<td>24.822</td>
<td>4(11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The polycrystalline DHC-II template approach was applied to CYH and successfully obtained a new polymorph, CYH-III. The single-crystal template approach was used to produce samples suitable for structure determination (Figure 2; ESI). The crystal structure confirmed the new form was isomorphous with the computationally predicted polymorphic form of CYH (Table 1; CSP#16; Figure 4). As in CBZ-V and DHC-II, the amide groups in CYH-III form hydrogen bonded catemers through N-H-O interactions that extend along the [010] direction. In addition, the CYH-III crystals adopt the same lateral and vertical orientations on DHC-II templates suggesting the same crystallisation mechanisms to those producing CBZ-V are involved.

The molecular structures of DHC, CBZ and CYH (Figure 1) show that CYH differs more in molecular shape from DHC than CBZ due to the geometry around the $sp^3$ C in the central 7-membered ring. This difference in molecular structure may explain why it has not been possible to form a 1-1 solid solution of CYH:DHC, whereas a solid solution of CBZ:DHC can be readily obtained via slow evaporation from ethylacetate solution.

Despite this difference in molecular structures, the targeted growth of CYH-III on DHC-II occurs highlighting the flexibility of the computationally assisted template induced crystallisation method.

Whilst the new experimental method has proven to be more robust than using isolated single crystals as templates, understanding the mechanisms of isomorphous templating remains challenging. We observe a variety of different growth modes and morphologies, including the nucleation of vertically grown crystals (ESI). The growth of lateral CBZ-V and CYH-III on single crystals of DHC-II and on the polycrystalline material is consistent with an epitaxial mechanism however, uniform layered growth is yet to be observed. The occurrence of vertically aligned crystals also suggest that there is more than one mechanism involved.

In conclusion, by targeted crystallisation using an isomorphous template of DHC-II, we have produced a new polymorph of CYH which was not found in conventional screening methods. CYH-III is computed to be more stable than CYH-II (ESI) by a variety of methods. The adapted experimental templating method using polycrystalline material and multiple single crystals has been successfully applied to CBZ-V and for the discovery of CYH-III. The combination of mechanisms involved suggest that multiple approaches may be developed to mimic and control these and further apply this approach to the discovery of other polymorphs for a wider range of compounds.
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Notes and references

† Diffraction data were collected at 123 K for a CYH-III crystal measuring 0.05 x 0.30 x 0.40 mm using Cu-Kα radiation ($\lambda = 1.54180$ Å), measured reflections = 13538, independent reflections = 2414, $B$ range = 6-75, $R_{int} = 0.06$, 169 parameters, $R = 4.4$, (based on F and 1991 data with F2>3σ (F2)), $R_w = 4.6$, $S = 0.891$. orthorhombic, space group Pbcn, unit cell parameters $a = 9.0171(5)$ Å, $b = 11.0071(5)$ Å, $c = 23.9483(13)$ Å, volume $= 2376.9(2)$ Å$^3$, $Z = 8$, $\rho_c = 1.326$ g cm$^{-3}$, CuH$_{13}$N$_7$O$_4$, Mr = 237.3.